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Executive Summary  
The EPEEC user software guide (TASK 4.6) is meant to enable application developers 
as well as system administrators the ability to take advantage of the programming mod-
els, tools, and enhancements developed as part of the EPEEC project.  

1. Introduction 
This user guide was developed as part of TASK 4.6. This effort was led by BSC with 
participation of Fraunhofer, ETA, and APPENTRA. The purpose of this document is 
to develop a user’s guide that will include configuration and installation guidelines in-
tended for system administrators as well as recommendations for end users (application 
developers). This guide will illustrate how to leverage the high productivity and perfor-
mance enabled by the proposed combination of programming models and tools, as well 
as the enhancements to those and their corresponding runtime systems. This guide is 
based in part by lessons learnt from tasks in WP3 and WP4, as well as from their inter-
actions with the application partners and their co-design efforts involving WP5. 

2. OmpSs @ OpenACC  

2.1 Installation Guide 

Cloning  the Repository: 
In order to install the prototype implementation of OmpSs-2@OpenACC, the user 
should clone the repositories of Mercurium and Nanos6 as follows: 
 
git clone https://github.com/epeec/nanos6-openacc   

o and select branch “get-queue-affinity-update2021 
git clone https://github.com/bsc-pm/mcxx  
 
Optionally you can also install Extrae, in order to have the instrumentation versions 
of the runtime system: 
- Download Extrae from the BSC website: 

o https://ftp.tools.bsc.es/extrae/extrae-3.8.3-src.tar.bz2  

Dependencies: 
This prototype has the following mandatory software dependencies: 
- boost-1.74.0 
- nvidia CUDA 11.1.1 
- nvhpc-21.9        # for the Nvidia/PGI compilers 
- hwloc-2.2.0 
- numactl-2.0.13 
- sqlite-3.33.0 

 
Additionally, it has been tested successfully to work with the following packages: 
- gcc-10.2.0 

https://github.com/epeec/nanos6-openacc
https://github.com/bsc-pm/mcxx
https://ftp.tools.bsc.es/extrae/extrae-3.8.3-src.tar.bz2
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- libunwind-1.4.0 
- PAPI 6.0.0 
- OpenMPI-4.0.6 or MPICH-3.3. 
 

Compiling and Installing 
In the next set of commands, we consider that the environment variable IN-
STALL_DIR points to the directory where you want to do the installation of Extrae, 
Mercurium and Nanos6. Other packages with installation dependencies can be already 
installed in the system or elsewhere. Their installation directories are also indicated in 
the command line arguments.  
 
$ export INSTALL_DIR=<your installation directory> 

Mercurium Part I 
Configure an initial installation without Nanos6: 
 
$ cd mcxx 
$ autoreconf --install --force  # generate the environment 
$ ./configure --prefix=$INSTALL_DIR/mcxx-temporary \ 
 --enable-nanos6-bootstrap \ 
 --enable-ompss-2 \ 
 --with-pgi-installation=<your nvhpc installation> 
 
Compile and install the temporary Mercurium compiler: 
 
 $ make 
 $ make install 
 

Nanos6 
Configure using the temporary Mercurium compiler: 
 
$ cd nanos6-openacc 
$ autoreconf --install --force  # generate the “configure” 
environment 
$ ./configure –prefix=$INSTALL_DIR/nanos6-openacc \ 
 --with-extrae=$INSTALL_DIR/extrae-3.8.3-install \ 
 --with-nanos6-mercurium=$INSTALL_DIR/mcxx-temporary \ 
 --with-boost=<your boost installation> \ 
 --with-papi=<your PAPI installation> \ 
 --with-libnuma=<your libnuma installation> \ 
 --with-cuda=<your CUDA installation> \ 
 --enable-openacc \ 
 --with-pgi=<your nvhpc compilers installation>  
 
Compile and install nanos6: 
 
$ make 
$ make install 
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Mercurium Part II 
Re-install with the correct reference to the Nanos6 installation: 
 
$ cd mcxx 
$ make clean 
$ ./configure --prefix=<your installation dir>/mcxx \ 
 --enable-ompss-2 \ 
 --with-nanos6=<your installation dir>/nanos6-openacc\ 
 --with-pgi-installation=<your nvhpc installation> 
 

Setting your environment  
Set your PATH environment variable to point to the binary directories of Extrae, Mer-
curium and Nanos6: 
 
$ export PATH=$INSTALL_DIR/extrae-3.8.3/bin:$PATH 
$ export PATH=$INSTALL_DIR/mcxx/bin:$PATH 
$ export PATH=$INSTALL_DIR/nanos6-openacc/bin:$PATH 
 
It is recommended to include these commands in a shell script. 
 

2.2 User Guide 
In this section we will go over a simple example code, where we start with a pure 
OpenACC version, and we modify it slightly to have a hybrid OmpSs-2 + OpenACC 
version. We take advantage of this example to also highlight the programmability 
benefits of our approach. 
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Listing 1: Pure OpenACC Listing 2:  Pure OpenACC 

 
Listing 1 and 2 show two versions of a simple saxpy code example. The pure Open-
ACC version is shown in Listing 1 while the OmpSs-2 + OpenACC version is shown 
in Listing 2. You can consider the main function for both versions to be from line 11 
to 45. Inside this portion of code, a single saxpy function is invoked multiple times. 
The definition of the saxpy kernel for both versions is defined from lines 1 through 
10.  
 
Lines 21–27 illustrate the first notable difference between the two versions:  inside 
this forloop, both versions allocate data that will be used by devices. OpenACC allo-
cates memory using the standard malloc call, while the OmpSs-2 + OpenACC uses a 
new affinity scheduling API to do the same. The set device_num directive in line 32 in 
Listing 1 instructs the OpenACC runtime on which device to use. This directive is not 
needed in the hybrid version since this is handled by the OmpSs-2 runtime without 
any user intervention. In the internal loop, both versions call the saxpy function for 
each block of x and y; however, the OpenACC version requires the addition of the b 
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variable as a last argument to the function, which is used to assign an asynchronous 
stream to an OpenACC kernel. 
 
The definition of the saxpy function is shown in line 3 for both listings. The first clear 
difference between the two listings is that the hybrid version requires an OmpSs-2 
pragma, marking the function as a device(openacc) task. The same directive is respon-
sible for defining data dependencies. The rest of the saxpy code, lines 7–9, is almost 
the same, except for the OpenACC parallel loop pragma in line 7. The OpenACC ver-
sion in Listing 1 requires the direct involvement by the programmer to explicitly mark 
an OpenACC asynchronous kernel and assign it with a queue using an additional 
async clause. This is abstracted in the hybrid version. 
 
To synchronize with the asynchronous tasks, the OpenACC version, lines 38–43 in 
Listing 1, must loop through all devices, activate each device using the set device 
num_directive and then explicitly iterate and wait for each queue using the 
wait(queue) OpenACC directive. On the other hand, the   OmpSs-2 + OpenACC   ver-
sion, listing 2, requires a single OmpSs-2 pragma, taskwait, regardless of the number 
of devices and queues.  Hence, the hybrid approach provides code simplification: 
asynchronous execution is abstracted. 
 
This simple example does not show further complexities of a more realistic program, 
which will feature a different number of interdependent tasks running on different de-
vices. Such dependencies are implicitly exposed and automatically managed in an 
OmpSs-2 + OpenACC program, while they must be explicitly handled in an Open-
ACC-only implementation. 
 

 Compiling a Simple program 
Compilation of an OmpSs-2 + OpenACC program is performed from source, using a 
single compiler interface: the OmpSs-2 compiler Mercurium, pgimcc which uses the 
pgi compiler as the backend compiler. The OpenACC transformations can be enabled 
by a new --openacc flag to the OmpSs-2 compiler.  After all code transformations 
have been performed, the OmpSs-2 compiler invokes the native OpenACC compiler 
to process the transformed code. Compiling the simple saxpy example shown in 
Lisitng 2 can be done using the following line: 
   
pgimcc --ompss-2 -O3 –openacc saxpy.c     

3. OmpSs @ OpenMP Target 

3.1 Installation Guide 

Cloning the Repository: 
In order to install the prototype implementation of OmpSs-2@OpenMP_Target, the 
user should clone the repositories of Mercurium and Nanos6 as follows: 
 
git clone https://github.com/epeec/nanos6-openacc   

https://github.com/epeec/nanos6-openacc
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o and select branch “nanos6-openmp_offload” 
git clone https://github.com/bsc-pm/mcxx  
 

Dependencies: 
This prototype has the following mandatory software dependencies: 
- boost-1.74.0 
- nvidia CUDA 10.1 
- hwloc-2.2.0 
- numactl-2.0.13 
- sqlite-3.33.0 
- llvm/12.0.0+clang+omp_offload   #for the OpenMP target 
- gcc-7.3.0 

 

Compiling and Installing 
In the next set of commands, we consider that the environment variable IN-
STALL_DIR points to the directory where you want to do the installation of Mercu-
rium and Nanos6. Other packages with installation dependencies can be already in-
stalled in the system or elsewhere. Their installation directories are also indicated in 
the command line arguments.  
 
$ export INSTALL_DIR=<your installation directory> 
 

Mercurium Part I 
Configure an initial installation without Nanos6: 
 
$ cd mcxx 
$ autoreconf --install --force  # generate the environment 
$ ./configure --prefix=$INSTALL_DIR/mcxx-temporary \ 
 --enable-nanos6-bootstrap \ 
 --enable-ompss-2 \ 
 
Compile and install the temporary Mercurium compiler: 
 
$ make 
$ make install 
 

Nanos6 
Configure using the temporary Mercurium compiler: 
 
$ cd nanos6-openacc 
$ autoreconf --install --force  # generate the “configure” 
environment 
$ ./configure –prefix=$INSTALL_DIR/nanos6-openacc \ 
 --with-extrae=$INSTALL_DIR/extrae-3.8.3-install \ 
 --with-nanos6-mercurium=$INSTALL_DIR/mcxx-temporary \ 

https://github.com/bsc-pm/mcxx
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 --with-boost=<your boost installation> \ 
 --with-papi=<your PAPI installation> \ 
 --with-libnuma=<your libnuma installation> \ 
 --with-cuda=<your CUDA installation> \  
 
Compile and install nanos6: 
 
$ make 
$ make install 
 

Mercurium Part II 
Re-install with the correct reference to the Nanos6 installation: 
 
$ cd mcxx 
$ make clean 
$ ./configure --prefix=<your installation dir>/mcxx \ 
 --enable-ompss-2 \ 
 --with-nanos6=<your installation dir>/nanos6-openacc\ 

Setting your environment  
Set your PATH environment variable to point to the binary directories of Mercurium 
and Nanos6: 
 
$ export PATH=$INSTALL_DIR/mcxx/bin:$PATH 
$ export PATH=$INSTALL_DIR/nanos6-openacc/bin:$PATH 
 
It is recommended to include these commands in a shell script. 

3.2 User Guide 
In this section we will go over a simple example code, where we start with a pure 
OpenMP_Target version, and we modify it slightly to have a hybrid OmpSs-
2@OpenMP_Target version. We take advantage of this example to also highlight the 
programmability benefits of our approach. 
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Listing 3: Pure OpenMP Target 

 

 
Listing 4: OmpSs-2@OpenMP_Target 

 
Listings 3 and 4 show two versions of a simple matrix multiplication code example. A 
pure OpenMP version is shown in Listing 3 while the OmpSs-2@OpenMP_Target is 
shown in Listing 4. For both versions, the matrix_mul function is invoked multiple 
times. 
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The first clear difference between the two listings is that the hybrid OmpSs-
2@OpenMP_Target version requires an OmpSs-2 pragma, line 1 in Listing 4, mark-
ing the function as a device(openmp) task. The same directive is responsible for defin-
ing data dependencies. The rest of the matrix multiplication code is almost the same, 
except for the OpenMP target parallel loop pragma in line 6. The pure OpenMP ver-
sion in Listing 3 requires the direct involvement by the programmer to explicitly mark 
an OpenMP asynchronous kernel by using the nowait clause and assign it to a specific 
device using a second additional device clause. These two clauses are completely ab-
stracted in the hybrid version. Because the pure OpenMP version has to manually 
mark asynchronous kernels and assign them to a device, this influences the arguments 
passed into the function too, as  can be observed in line 2 of both versions. 
 
At line 19, both versions differ substantially. Thus, the pure OpenMP version needs 
the manual handling of asynchronous kernels by the programmer, which is done by 
creating an artificial out dependency to a second task that, when executed, toggles a 
Boolean variable between on and off. Instead in the OmpSs-2@OpenMP_Target ver-
sion all of this is handled automatically by the nanos6 runtime, removing the burden 
of asynchronous kernel scheduling from the programmer. The   OmpSs-
2@OpenMP_Target version, Listing 4, simply requires a single OmpSs-2 pragma, 
taskwait, to force a complete synchronization of all tasks, regardless of the number of 
devices. 
 
 

Compiling a Simple program 
Compilation of an OmpSs-2@OpenMP_Target program is performed using a split 
compilation mechanism that both relies on the OmpSs-2 Mercurium compiler, mcc, 
and the LLVM’s compiler, clang. The reason for using mcc and this split compilation 
is that Mercurium has not been fully modified to act as a single compilation interface 
such as pgimcc for the pgi compiler.  
In the following example, the matrix multiplication code is in the compute.c file while 
the rest of the program is in main.c. Compiling the simple matrix multiplication exam-
ple shown in Listing 2 can be done using the following steps: 
 

1) Compile with mcc creating .o files: 
a. mcc -c main.c --ompss-2 -K 
b. Modify mcc_main.c to enable OpenMP interoperation by replacing: 

i. evice_type_id = nanos6_host_device  
to 

ii. evice_type_id = nanos6_openmp_offload_device 
c. mcc -c matrix_mult.c --ompss-2 -K --pass-through 

 
2) Compile compute.c with Clang with OpenMP offload flags and verbose flag, 

creating a local compute.o and /tmp/compute-*.cubin: 
a. clang --verbose -fopenmp -fopenmp-targets=nvptx64 -O2 -c compute.c 
b. Notes: the verbose flag will allow you to see the name of the additional 

file generated in /tmp/ folder: compute-*.cubin (e.g. /tmp/compute-
7e355d.cubin) 
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3) Step 3: Invoke NVLINK on the .cubin file to generate /tmp/compute-t1.out: 

a. /usr/local/cuda-10.1/bin/nvlink -o /tmp/compute-t1.out -v -arch sm_70 
-L/apps/LLVM/12.0.0/GCC/lib -L/apps/GCC/7.3.0/extras/lib -L/usr/lo-
cal/cuda-10.1/extras/CUPTI/lib64 -L/usr/local/cuda-10.1/nvvm/lib64 -
L/usr/local/cuda-10.1/lib64 -L/usr/lib64 -
L/apps/BOOST/1.69.0/GCC/OPENMPI/lib -
L/apps/OPENMPI/3.0.0/GCC/lib -
L/gpfs/apps/POWER9/LLVM/12.0.0/GCC/lib /tmp/compute-
7e355d.cubin 

b. Note: You can name the .out file whatever you want, for this example, 
it is /tmp/compute-t1.out. The same goes for any other generated file in 
the next instructions. 
 

4) Invoke the Clang Offload Wrapper to generate a .bc file from the .out file: 
a. /apps/LLVM/12.0.0/GCC/bin/clang-offload-wrapper -target pow-

erpc64le-unknown-linux-gnu -o /tmp/compute-t1.bc /tmp/compute-
t1.out 
 

5) Generate the third and final local .o file from the .bc file using Clang: 
a. clang -fopenmp -fopenmp-targets=nvptx64 -O2 -c /tmp/compute-t1.bc 

 
6) Link the local main.o (Step 1), compute.o (Step 2), and compute-t1.o (Step 5) 

together using Clang: 
a. clang -o mm main.o compute.o compute-t1.o -

L/apps/LLVM/12.0.0/GCC/lib -lomp -lomptarget -Wl,-
rpath,"/apps/LLVM/12.0.0/GCC/lib" -
L/home/bsc85/bsc85200/Nanos6/OpenMP_Offload/nanos6-open-
acc/build/install/lib -lnanos6 
/home/bsc85/bsc85200/Nanos6/OpenMP_Offload/nanos6-open-
acc/build/install/lib/nanos6-main-wrapper.o -Wl,-
rpath,"/home/bsc85/bsc85200/Nanos6/OpenMP_Offload/nanos6-open-
acc/build/install/lib" -ldl 
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4. OmpSs + Tasking in Accelerators 

4.1 Installation Guide 

Cloning the Repository: 
In order to install the prototype implementation of OmpSs-2 + 
Taskings in accelerators, the user should clone the repositories of 
Mercurium and Nanos6 as follows: 
 
 
git clone https://github.com/epeec/nanos6-openacc 
git clone https://github.com/bsc-pm/mcxx  
 
Optionally you can also install Extrae, in order to have the instru-
mentation versions of the runtime system: 
• Download Extrae from the BSC website: 

o https://ftp.tools.bsc.es/extrae/extrae-3.8.3-src.tar.bz2 

Dependencies: 

This prototype has the following mandatory software dependencies: 
• boost-1.74.0 
• nvidia CUDA 11.1.1 
• nvhpc-21.9        # for the Nvidia/PGI compilers 
• hwloc-2.2.0 
• numactl-2.0.13 
• sqlite-3.33.0 

 
Additionally, it has been tested successfully to work with the follow-
ing packages: 
• gcc-10.2.0 
• libunwind-1.4.0 
• PAPI 6.0.0 
• OpenMPI-4.0.6 or MPICH-3.3. 

 

Compiling and Installing 

In the next set of commands, we consider that the environment 
variable INSTALL_DIR points to the directory where you want to do 
the installation of Extrae, Mercurium and Nanos6. Other packages 
with installation dependencies can be already installed in the system 
or elsewhere. Their installation directories are also indicated in the 
command line arguments.  

Mercurium Part I 
Configure an initial installation without Nanos6: 

https://github.com/epeec/nanos6-openacc
https://github.com/bsc-pm/mcxx
https://ftp.tools.bsc.es/extrae/extrae-3.8.3-src.tar.bz2
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$ cd mcxx 
$ autoreconf --install --force  # generate the environment 
$ ./configure --prefix=$INSTALL_DIR/mcxx-temporary \ 
 --enable-nanos6-bootstrap \ 
 --enable-ompss-2 \ 
 --with-pgi-installation=<your nvhpc installation> 
 
Compile and install the temporary Mercurium compiler: 
 
$ make 
$ make install 

Nanos 6 
Configure using the temporary Mercurium compiler: 
 
$ cd nanos6-openacc 
$ autoreconf --install --force   
# generate the “configure” environment 
$ ./configure –prefix=$INSTALL_DIR/nanos6-openacc \ 
 --with-extrae=$INSTALL_DIR/extrae-3.8.3-install \ 
 --with-nanos6-mercurium=$INSTALL_DIR/mcxx-temporary \ 
 --with-boost=<your boost installation> \ 
 --with-papi=<your PAPI installation> \ 
 --with-libnuma=<your libnuma installation> \ 
 --with-cuda=<your CUDA installation> \ 
 --enable-openacc \ 
 --with-pgi=<your nvhpc compilers installation>  
 
Compile and install nanos6: 
 
$ make 
$ make install 

Mercuriuum Part II 
Re-install with the correct reference to the Nanos6 installation: 
 
$ cd mcxx 
$ make clean 
$ ./configure --prefix=<your installation dir>/mcxx \ 
 --enable-ompss-2 \ 
 --with-nanos6=<your installation dir>/nanos6-openacc\ 
 --with-pgi-installation=<your nvhpc installation> 

Setting your enviroment 
Set your PATH environment variable to point to the binary directories of Extrae, Mer-
curium and Nanos6: 
 
$ export PATH=$INSTALL_DIR/extrae-3.8.3/bin:$PATH 
$ export PATH=$INSTALL_DIR/mcxx/bin:$PATH 
$ export PATH=$INSTALL_DIR/nanos6-openacc/bin:$PATH 
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It is recommended to include these commands in a shell script. 
 

4.2 User Guide 
In this section we will go over a simple example code, where we start with a pure 
OmpSs-2+CUDA version, and we modify it slightly to have a hybrid OmpSs-
2+CUDAGraph version. 
 

 
Listing 5: CUDA Kernel 

 

 
Listing 6: Default OmpSs-2 implementation 

 
Listing 5 shows the default kernel for the saxpy application using CUDA, and Listing 
6 shows how this kernel is currently being used in OmpSs-2. 
 
The main function just calls the multisaxpy() function to compute the saxpy problem. 
 

OmpSs2+CUDAGraph 
As part of the project, we are adding support to OmpSs-2 for tasking in accelerators, 
and for that we are using the CUDAGraph runtime optimization for CUDA. 
 
CUDAGraph is a performance optimization feature for CUDA code. It aims on either 
defining one “execution graph”, or recording one “execution graph” at runtime when 
a program, or segment of a program has been executed. Once the graph has been rec-
orded, it can be reused many times, since the same code is executed for different in-
put. Such recorded execution graph can and will be optimized by the CUDA Runtime 
to improve performance and minimize host-to-device and device-to-host data transfer 
latencies. 
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In order to use CUDAGraph efficiently, we’re mostly going to use it in the context of 
a loop, as otherwise the performance improvements would be practically negligible 
(because we want to reuse the graph as much as possible), so it has been designed to 
exploit loops. 
This is the reason why the task includes a loop. Every iteration of the loop will add an 
arbitrary number of nodes to the graph. These nodes represent execution for the 
CUDA runtime, and they have to be OmpSs-2 cuda tasks, or OmpSs-2 tasks which 
use OpenACC. 
 
In order to define what will include the execution of the whole graph, we have defined 
a new pragma, graph, which defines a task that will be a graph.  
 
Every task inside of a graph task has to have a graphnode. This graphnode indicates 
that there is a CUDA task that will be executed as part of the graph. 
 
Every graphnode can have an associated stream identifier. This identifier can be set 
by using the queue clause. The rules are as follows: 

• queue() → The task will always be executed in a different stream, thus max-
imizing parallelism. 

• queue(-1) → The same as queue(). 
• queue(0) → The task will be executed at the stream where the whole graph is 

recorded. 
• queue(int i) → All the tasks inside this graphnode will be executed in the same 

stream, for every iteration of the loop. 
As an example of this, in Listing 7, the graphnode added has queue(-1). This means 
that this CUDA kernel will be executed in a different stream each time. That will ena-
ble us to maximize parallelism. 
 
 

 
Listing 7: OmpSs-2+CUDAGraph 
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We have also created a different clause for our graphnodes, the barrier clause. This 
will be used to wait for specific streams before executing a different one. More pre-
cisely, the behavior of this clause is specified as follows: 
 
 

• barrier →  Wait on all streams. 
• barrier(0) → Same as previous one. 
• barrier(int i) → Wait on stream identifier i. 
• barrier(int i,..., int j) → Wait on multiple stream identifiers. 

 
By adding the barrier clause, we can define points at which we want to have finished 
execution before executing further graphnodes. 
 
To take into account all the types required, at the moment the compiler always tries to 
import a header file with name cudagraph.cuda.h. This file will declare the types re-
quired by the object file that will be compiled with Nvidia CUDA Compiler, nvcc. 
 

OmpSs2+OpenACC in Graph 
All the documented features of the OmpSs-2+CUDAGraph can also be used with 
OpenACC tasks. This is because they use the underlying CUDA technology. To be 
able to do so, we just use OpenACC tasks inside of our graph, as seen in Listings 8 
and 9. 
 

 
Listing 8: OpenACC kernel 
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Listing 9: OmpSs-2+CUDAGraph using OpenACC tasks 

 
 

Compiling a Simple Program 

Compilation of an OmpSs-2 program is performed from source, using a single com-
piler interface: The OmpSs-2 Mercurium compiler, in this case, this feature has only 
been added for C++ to get the best support from Nvidia and PGI for the OpenACC 
features, so we’re using the C++ driver: mcxx.  The CUDAGraph transformations can 
be enabled by just using the --cuda flag. 
If OpenACC tasks are being used in the CUDAGraph, the --openacc flag must also be 
used, with the required libraries for the compiler (this will be solved in the release 
version). They can be added to the call to mcxx with the following flags:  
-L$PATH_TO_NVIDIA_SDK_LIBS -laccdevice -lacchost -lnvomp -lcudadevice -
lnvcpumath -lnvhpcman -lnvhpcatm -lnvcpumath -lnvc 
 
After all code transformations have been performed, the OmpSs-2 compiler invokes 
the native CUDA compiler (nvcc) to create the binary file for the kernels. Compiling 
the simple saxpy example shown in Listing 9 can be done using the following line: 
mcxx --ompss-2 --cuda src/01.multisaxpy_cuda.cpp src/unified.cpp src/main.cpp ker-
nel.o -o 01multisaxpy_cuda 
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5. OmpSs @ Cluster 

5.1 Installation Guide 

Cloning the Repository 
In order to install the implementation of OmpSs-2@Cluster, the user should clone the 
meta-repository that contains both Mercurium and Nanos6 as follows: 
 
git clone https://github.com/bsc-pm/ompss-2-cluster-releases 
cd ompss-2-cluster-releases 
git checkout 2022.02 
git submodule update --init 
 
Optionally you can also install Extrae, in order to have the instrumentation versions 
of the runtime system: 
- Download Extrae from the BSC website: 

https://ftp.tools.bsc.es/extrae/extrae-3.8.3-src.tar.bz2 

Dependencies 
OmpSs-2@Cluster has the following mandatory software dependencies: 
- boost-1.72.0 
- hwloc-2.2.0 
- numactl-2.0.13 
- sqlite-3.33.0 
- mpi-3.8.3 or other recent MPI library 

 
Additionally, it has been tested successfully to work with the following packages: 
- gcc-8.2.1 

Compiling and Installing 
In the next set of commands, we consider that the environment variable IN-
STALL_DIR points to the directory where you want to do the installation of Extrae, 
Mercurium and Nanos6. Other packages with installation dependencies can be already 
installed in the system or elsewhere. Their installation directories are also indicated in 
the command line arguments.  
 
$ export INSTALL_DIR=<your installation directory> 

Nanos6@Cluster 
Configure Nanos6@Cluster: 
 
$ cd ompss-2-cluster-releases/nanos6 
$ autoreconf --install --force  # generate the “configure” 
environment 
$ ./configure –prefix=$INSTALL_DIR/nanos6-cluster \ 
 --with-extrae=$INSTALL_DIR/extrae-3.8.3-install \ 
 --with-boost=<your boost installation> \ 

https://github.com/bsc-pm/ompss-2-cluster-releases
https://ftp.tools.bsc.es/extrae/extrae-3.8.3-src.tar.bz2
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 --enable-cluster  
 
Compile and install Nanos6@Cluster: 
 
$ make 
$ make install 

Mercurium 
Configure Mercurium with the correct reference to the Nanos6 installation: 
 
$ cd ompss-2-cluster-releases/mcxx 
$ autoreconf --install --force 
$ make clean 
$ ./configure --prefix=<your installation dir>/mcxx \ 
 --enable-ompss-2 \ 
 --with-nanos6=<your installation dir>/nanos6-cluster  
 
Compile and install Mercurium: 
 
$ make 
$ make install 

Setting your environment  
Set your PATH environment variable to point to the binary directories of Extrae, Mer-
curium and Nanos6: 
 
$ export PATH=$INSTALL_DIR/extrae-3.8.3/bin:$PATH 
$ export PATH=$INSTALL_DIR/mcxx/bin:$PATH 
$ export PATH=$INSTALL_DIR/nanos6-cluster/bin:$PATH 
 
It is recommended to include these commands in a shell script. 
 

5.2 User Guide 
Please refer to Section Error: Reference source not found, which integrates the user 
guides for OmpSs-2@Cluster and OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM using a common example. 

6. OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM 

6.1 Installation Guide 
Usage of OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM depends on ArgoDSM, Nanos6@ArgoDSM and the 
Mercurium compiler. We recommend building and installing each tool in the follow-
ing order. 

ArgoDSM  

Dependencies 
- C11 and C++11 compliant compilers 
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- OpenMPI (4.1 or newer with UCX integration recommended) 
- CMake 
- libnuma 
- doxygen (if building documentation) 

 
Cloning repository 
In order to install the prototype implementation of OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM, the user 
should clone the repository of ArgoDSM as follows: 
$ git clone https://github.com/lundgren87/argodsm.git 
$ cd argodsm 
$ git checkout epeec-final-release 
 
Build and install 
$ cd tests 
$ wget https://github.com/google/googletest/archive/release-1.7.0.zip 
$ unzip release-1.7.0.zip 
$ mv googletest-release-1.7.0 gtest-1.7.0 
$ cd .. 
$ mkdir build 
$ cd build 
$ cmake -DARGO_BACKEND_MPI=ON                         \ 
         -DARGO_TESTS=ON                               \ 
         -DBUILD_DOCUMENTATION=ON                      \ 
         -DCMAKE_CXX_COMPILER=mpicxx                   \ 
         -DCMAKE_C_COMPILER=mpicc                      \ 
         -DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=$ARGODSM_INSTALL_PATH   \ 
         ../ 
$ make -j8 
$ make test 
$ make install 
 

Nanos6@ArgoDSM  

Dependencies 
- C and C++ compiler 
- automake, autoconf, libtool, pkg-config, make 
- boost >= 1.59 
- hwloc 
- numactl 
- ArgoDSM 

 
Cloning the repository 
$ git clone https://github.com/epeec/nanos6-argodsm.git 
WARNING: Ensure that the current branch is cluster-argo (it should default to that 
branch). 
 
Build and install 

https://github.com/lundgren87/argodsm.git
https://github.com/google/googletest/archive/release-1.7.0.zip
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Configure, build, and install using the following sequence of commands: 
$ cd nanos6-argodsm 
$ autoreconf -f -i -v 
$ ./configure. --prefix=$NANOS6_INSTALL_PATH        \ 
               --enable-cluster                     \ 
               --with-argodsm=$ARGODSM_INSTALL_PATH \ 
               ...other options... 
$ make all -j8 
$ make check 
$ make install 

Mercurium 

Dependencies 
- GNU C/C++/Fortran compiler versions 4.4 or better 
- GNU bison 2.3 or better. 

- Bison 2.4 is known to fail, use 2.4.1 instead. 
- Bison 2.6.1 to 2.6.4 are known to fail, use 2.6.5 instead. 
- Bison may generate code that emits warnings related to yydummy vari-

ables. You can safely disregard them. 
- GNU flex 2.5.4 or 2.5.33 or better. 

- Avoid versions 2.5.31 and 2.5.34 of flex as they are known to fail. Use 
2.5.33 at least. 

- GNU gperf 3.0.0 or better. 
- Python 2.4 or better. 
- SQLite 3.6.16 or better. 

 
Cloning the repository 
$ git clone https://github.com/bsc-pm/mcxx.git 
 
Build and install 
$ cd mcxx 
$ autoreconf -f -i -v 
$ ./configure --prefix=$MCXX_INSTALL_PATH        \ 
              --enable-ompss-2                   \ 
              --with-nanos6=$NANOS6_INSTALL_PATH \ 
$ make -j8 
$ make install 

Set up environment 
In order to use the Mercurium compiler without manually specifying the path to the 
mcc and mcxx binaries, add the Mercurium install path to your environment. 
$ export PATH=$PATH:$MCXX_INSTALL_PATH/bin 

6.2 User Guide 
In this section we go over a simple example where we convert an OpenMP applica-
tion to run on the OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM or OmpSs-2@Cluster programming model. 
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The Simple Example 

The example concerns the DaXpY kernel, which is a kernel operation that multiplies a 
vector of doubles by a constant and adds another vector, a double aX plus Y opera-
tion. The following two kernels are used in both the OpenMP and the OmpSs-2@Ar-
goDSM/OmpSs-2@Cluster versions of the code. 
 
void daxpy(size_t N, double *x, double alpha, double *y) { 
 for (size_t i = 0; i < N; ++i) { 
  y[i] += alpha * x[i]; 
 } 
} 
 
void init(size_t N, double *vector, double value) { 

for (size_t i = 0; i < N; ++i) { 
 vector[i] = value; 
} 

} 
 
Data allocation and deallocation 
 
// OpenMP 
x = new double[N]; 
y = new double[N]; 
 
// OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM 
x = nanos6_dmalloc(sizeof(double) * N, 
    nanos6_equpart_distribution, 0, NULL); 
y = nanos6_dmalloc(sizeof(double) * N, 
    nanos6_equpart_distribution, 0, NULL); 
 
In the OpenMP version, the working arrays are being allocated using the C++ new op-
erator. The OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM and OmpSs-2@Cluster memory model introduces 
the notion of two distinct memory types in which distributed computations can take 
place, local, and distributed memory. Since we want the arrays to be collectively oper-
ated by all nodes, we allocate distributed memory through the nanos6_dmalloc API 
call. When utilizing the nanos6_dmalloc call, only the size (first) parameter is rele-
vant at the moment, and the rest can be set as seen above in all use cases of the API 
call, as there is currently no underlying functionality to utilize those. 
 
// OpenMP 
delete[] x; 
delete[] y; 
 
// OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM 
nanos6_dfree(x, sizeof(double) * N); 
nanos6_dfree(y, sizeof(double) * N); 
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At the end of program execution, the array structures are being deallocated using the 
delete operator in the OpenMP version. In the OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM version, we use 
the corresponding call to nanos6_dmalloc to deallocate distributed memory, 
nanos6_dfree. 
 
Data initialization 
 
// OpenMP 
init(N, &y, 0); 
init(N, &x, 42); 
 
// OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM 
#pragma oss task out(y[0;N], x[0;N]) 
{ 
 init(N, &y, 0); 
 init(N, &x, 42); 
} 
 
After allocation, for the sake of simplicity, the arrays are being initialized by one 
thread. In the OpenMP version, no change has to be applied to the initialization part of 
the code or the initialization kernel (init). However, in the OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM/Om-
pSs-2@Cluster implementation, we need to associate the initialization functions with 
a task, as data allocated through nanos6_dmalloc may only be dereferenced in sub-
tasks of the allocating task (main). As the arrays are only written during initialization, 
we make use of the out clause and specify their full length as a dependency. 
 
Computation 
 
// OpenMP 
for (size_t iter = 0; iter < ITER; ++iter) { 
 #pragma omp parallel for 
 for (size_t I = 0; i < N; i += TS) { 
  daxpy(TS, &x[i], alpha, &y[i]); 
 } 
        // _implicit barrier_ 
} 
 
// OmpSs–2@ArgoDSM 
for (size_t iter = 0; iter < ITER; ++iter) { 
 // Spawn sub-tasks and offload to remote 
 for (size_t i = 0; i < N; i += TS) { 
  #pragma oss task in(x[i;TS] inout(y[i;TS]) 
  daxpy(TS, &x[i], alpha, &y[i]); 
 } 
} 
#pragma oss taskwait 
 
In the OpenMP version of the DaXpY kernel, a parallel for is used to distribute the 
workload amongst the threads on a node. In the OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM/OmpSs-
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2@Cluster version, we associate the computation of TS number of elements with a 
task. As in initialization, the directive is also inlined here to the respective function. 
However, as array x is only read during the DaXpY operation, the relevant part is 
specified as an input dependency, while for y, as it is both read and written, it is speci-
fied as an inout dependency. As there is no implicit mechanism in the OmpSs-2 pro-
gramming model for imposing a barrier, we make use of the taskwait construct to 
make sure that computation has finished before the completion of the program. Result 
verification is omitted from this example but can be performed according to the same 
principles as data initialization. 

Compiling a simple program 

Compilation of an OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM or OmpSs-2@Cluster program is performed 
from source using the Mercurium compiler interface. 
$ mcxx --ompss-2 matmul.cpp -o matmul 

Running a simple program 

A compiled OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM or OmpSs-2@Cluster program can normally be 
executed without altering any configuration parameters through the following com-
mand. 
$ mpirun -n 4 taskset -c 0-15 ./matmul 
 
In a cluster environment, further parameters may have to be supplied to mpirun in or-
der to obtain the best performance or to distribute MPI processes across the cluster 
correctly. OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM recommends using OpenMPI 4.1 or newer in con-
junction with OpenUCX. The following configuration ensures the selection of all 
OpenUCX components, as well as the distribution of one OpenMPI process per hard-
ware node in a cluster using for example the Slurm or PBS job schedulers. 
 
$ mpirun --map-by ppr:1:node              \ 
         --mca pml ucx                    \ 
         --mca osc ucx                    \ 
         --mca btl ^openib,tcp,vader,ofi  \ 
         taskset -c 0-15 ./matmul 

Configuring and optimizing the runtime 

The Nanos6@ArgoDSM and Nanos6@Cluster runtimes can be tuned by means of a 
configuration file. The default configuration file, nanos6.toml, resides under the docu-
mentation directory of the Nanos6@ArgoDSM or Nanos6@Cluster installation. In or-
der to override the default configuration, it is recommended to copy the default file to 
the application directory and apply modifications to the copy. The Nanos6 runtime 
will choose from which file to extract configurations in the following order: 
 

- The file pointed to by the NANOS6_CONFIG environment variable. 
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- The file nanos6.toml found in the current working directory. 
- The file nanos6.toml found in the Nanos6@ArgoDSM or Nanos6@Cluster in-

stallation directory. 
 
Enabling simple dependencies 
OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM (not OmpSs-2@Cluster) supports simple dependencies, which 
allow specification of reduced data dependencies simplifying application develop-
ment. These dependencies must meet the criteria of OmpSs-2 in that they must control 
the flow of concurrency between tasks, but, in contrast to OmpSs-2@Cluster, the de-
pendencies are not required to control the input and output data of tasks. Note that 
there are possible negative performance implications of using simple dependencies 
over specifying full dependencies, as various optimizations and task placement under 
the locality scheduler rely on the use of full dependencies. In order to enable full de-
pendencies, the following configuration values must be altered. 
 
[cluster] 
    scheduling_policy = "random" 
[argodsm] 
    simple_dependencies = true 
 
Setting local and distributed memory size 
If the default memory allocation is not sufficient, the memory values under the cluster 
or argodsm tab would need to be edited. Although the local_memory variable is under 
the cluster tab, there might be a need for it to be increased for Nanos6@ArgoDSM or 
Nanos6@Cluster versions. This is because local_memory also defines the memory 
budget reserved by the system for instantiating tasks. 
 
[cluster] 
    # Choose the local memory for Cluster mode. 
    local_memory = "4G" 
[argodsm] 
    # Choose the distributed memory for ArgoDSM mode. 
    distributed_memory = "16G" 
    # Choose the cache size for ArgoDSM mode. 
    cache_size = "4G" 
 
Scheduling policy 
An option worthy of note when developing applications for OmpSs-2@Cluster, is the 
scheduling_policy under the cluster tab. This option accepts two values, locality, and 
random, and controls whether the tasks spawned will be offloaded to the nodes based 
on their locality of data, or completely at random, respectively. When developing dis-
tributed applications with OmpSs-2@Cluster, it is wise to test with the random sched-
uling option, as locality might hide bugs due to restricting the computation in certain 
compute nodes. 
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[cluster] 
    # Choose the scheduling policy for Cluster mode.  
    # Default is "locality" 
    # Possible values: "locality", "random" 
    scheduling_policy = "random" 
 
ArgoDSM environment variables 
To optimize performance, consider experimenting with different variations of the Ar-
goDSM environment variables (for more info: https://etascale.github.io/argodsm/ad-
vanced.html). 
 
The chosen allocation policy can greatly impact performance, especially in conjunc-
tion with weak OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM tasks. The first-touch policy or either of the cy-
clic policies can be used to easily control data placement on a hardware page level. 
 
# first-touch allocation policy 
ARGO_ALLOCATION_POLICY=4 
 
# cyclic allocation policy 
ARGO_ALLOCATION_POLICY=1 
ARGO_ALLOCATION_BLOCK_SIZE=16  # number of pages per block 
 
For tasks with large input data, ArgoDSM can optimize read operations by loading a 
large number of pages for each load operation. 
ARGO_LOAD_SIZE=32  # maximum number of pages per load 
 
OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM uses fine-grained MPI windows to promote concurrency be-
tween MPI operations. For large systems or very large data sizes, the default number 
of MPI windows may be too high. If Ompss-2@ArgoDSM initialization takes too 
long or produces an error, consider increasing the granularity of each MPI window. 
ARGO_MPI_WIN_GRANULARITY=512   # 512 hardware pages per MPI 
window 
 
Finally, Nanos6@ArgoDSM uses write buffering in order to interleave computation 
and communication. For machines with many cores, the default number of write buff-
ers per hardware node is likely too high. 
ARGO_WRITE_BUFFER_COUNT=8   # 8 write buffers per node 
 
Linux kernel configuration 
OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM execution requires the system to have disabled ASLR. Moreo-
ver, depending on the total memory requested for an application, there might be a 
need to enable the overcommit feature in the kernel. 
  
# Disable address randomization 
echo 0 | sudo tee /proc/sys/kernel/randomize_va_space 
# Always allow memory overcommit 
echo 1 | sudo tee /proc/sys/vm/overcommit_memory 

https://etascale.github.io/argodsm/advanced.html)
https://etascale.github.io/argodsm/advanced.html)
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7. GASPI+OMPSS-2: TAGASPI 

7.1 Installation Guide 

Cloning the Repository 
git clone https://github.com/bsc-pm/tagaspi.git TAGASPI 

Dependencies 
Automake, autoconf, libtool, make 
C and C++ compilers 
 
Further basic dependencies  
hwloc-2.2.0 
numactl-2.0.13 
sqlite-3.33.0 
gperf-3.1 
 
Modified (low-level) GPI-2: 
git clone -b tagaspi-2021.11 \ 
https://pm.bsc.es/gitlab/interoperability/extern/GPI-2.git GPI-2 
 
A MPI implementation  
(e.g., OpenMPI, MPICH) for hybrid (GPI-2+MPI) applications support. 
 
Boost library  
version 1.59 or greater. 
 
OmpSs-2 (version 2018.11 or greater). 
git clone https://github.com/bsc-pm/ompss-2-releases.git OMPSS-2 
git -C OMPSS-2 checkout -b 2021.11 
git -C OMPSS-2 submodule update --init mcxx 
git -C OMPSS-2 submodule update --init nanos6 

Compiling and Installing 
After selecting a root directory for the installation, the following environment varia-
bles must be set: 
 
export INSTALLATION_DIR=user selected directory 
export PATH=$INSTALLATION_DIR/bin:$PATH 
 
export 
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$INSTALLATION_DIR/lib64:$INSTALLATION_DIR/lib:
$INSTALLATION_DIR/lib/mcxx:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH 
 
export 
PKG_CONFIG_PATH=$INSTALLATION_DIR/lib64/pkgconfig:$INSTALLATIO
N_DIR/lib/pkgconfig:$PKG_CONFIG_PATH 

https://github.com/bsc-pm/tagaspi.git
https://pm.bsc.es/gitlab/interoperability/extern/GPI-2.git
http://boost.org/
https://github.com/bsc-pm/ompss-2-releases
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Installing OmpSs-2: mcxx and nanos6 
After installing the basic dependencies specified in 3.1.2.1 and 3.1.2.2.: 
 
- install Mercurium: 
 
        cd OMPSS-2/mcxx 
        autoreconf -fiv 
        ./configure \ 
            --prefix=$INSTALLATION_DIR \ 
            --enable-ompss-2 \ 
            --with-nanos6=$INSTALLATION_DIR  \ 
            --enable-nanos6-bootstrap  
        make 
        make install 
 
- install nanos6: 
 
        cd OMPSS-2/nanos6 
 autoreconf -fiv 
        ./configure \ 
            --prefix=$INSTALLATION_DIR \ 
            --with-nanos6-mercurium=$INSTALLATION_DIR \ 
            --enable-cluster \ 
        make 
        make install 

Installing GPI-2 (mixed-mode) 
After installing an MPI implementation: 
 
        cd GPI-2 
        ./autogen.sh --verbose 
        CC=mpicc FC=mpif90 ./configure \ 
            --prefix=$INSTALLATION_DIR \ 
            $network 
        make -j $NPROC 
        make install 
 
where `$NPROC` is the number of processes to use for compilation and `$network` 
can be `--with-ethernet` or `--with-infiniband` for TCP or Infiiniband support, respec-
tively. 

Installing TAGASPI 
With all the above requirements already satisfied: 
 
 cd TAGASPI 
        ./bootstrap 
         ./configure \ 
             --prefix=$INSTALLATION_DIR \ 
             --with-gaspi=$INSTALLATION_DIR 
          make -j $NPROC 
         make install 
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7.2 User Guide 
The TAGASPI user interface is basically the same of GPI-2 with just some renaming 
of the basic initialization/termination and communication routines, and slight differ-
ences in the wait_and_reset calling. Of course, the fine-grained control of the tasks 
follows the OmpSs-2 programming model. Listing 10 shows a simple example of the 
write-notify communication pattern. First, the initialization procedure sets up GPI-2, 
its interface to TAGASPI, as well as the Nanos6 runtime    environment. After the 
segment creation, the first process executes a "taskified" write_notify (“label(send)”), 
which expects as input the message buffer filled by the “label(init)” task. The second 
process waits for the notification, gets its value and resets it through    tagaspi_no-
tify_async_waitall_reset (“label(recv)”), which internally executes the GASPI rou-
tines notify_waitsome and notify_reset, together with a dequeing of the completed 
task. After the values of the notifications are checked (“label(check)”), both task and 
communication synchronizations are done before the termination procedure, which 
cleans up and releases the resources of GPI-2 and TAGASPI itself. 
 
An application app.cpp using GPI-2 and TAGASPI, and possibly MPI, can be compiled 
with the command: 

mpicxx -cxx=mcxx --ompss-2 -I$INSTALLATION_DIR/include  
-L$INSTALLATION_DIR/lib -L$INSTALLATION_DIR/lib64 -ltagaspi  
-lGPI2 -lnuma  app.cpp -o app.bin 
and then run with: 

mpirun -n 4 $BINDING_OPTIONS ./app.bin 
 

for some specific process binding configuration `$BINDING_OPTIONS`. 
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Listing 10: An example code for use TAGASPI write-notify 
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8. BSC Tools (GASPI and OpenACC support in Ex-
trae/Paraver) 

8.1 Installation Guide 
The full documentation of how to install and use Extrae is available online as a 
webpage at https://tools.bsc.es/doc/html/extrae/ and as a downloadable PDF at 
https://tools.bsc.es/doc/pdf/extrae.pdf. Both versions are updated automatically with 
each public release of Extrae. 
 
This guide shows only the steps required to install and use Extrae with support to in-
strument GASPI and/or OpenACC. 
 

Cloning the Repository 
Extrae with GASPI or OpenACC support can be installed by cloning the official git 
repository: 
git clone https://github.com/bsc-performance-tools/extrae 
 
Please note that OpenACC device instrumentation is only available when using 
CUDA accelerators. 

Dependencies 
To install Extrae with GASPI support, an installation of the runtime is required (cur-
rently tested with Fraunhofer’s GPI-2 [1]), and the following dependencies are recom-
mended: 
- GNU Binutils 
- PAPI (to read Hardware Counters) 
- libunwind (to emit MPI and GASPI call-sites) 
- libxml2 >= 2.5.0 (to parse the configuration files) 
- libz (to generate compressed tracefiles) 

 
Additionally, for OpenACC support, the following dependencies are required: 
 
- OpenACC compiler 
- CUDA (to capture device activity) 

 
Optionally Extrae can be installed with support for many other parallel runtimes such 
as MPI, OpenMP, OpenCL, and pthreads, and combinations of them (Table 1). All 
available instrumentation libraries can be found under ${EXTRAE_HOME}/lib. 
  

https://tools.bsc.es/doc/html/extrae/
https://tools.bsc.es/doc/pdf/extrae.pdf
https://github.com/bsc-performance-tools/extrae
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 MPI GASPI OpenACC OpenMP CUDA 
libmpitrace ✓     
libgaspitrace  ✓    
liboacctrace   ✓   
libomptrace    ✓  
libcudatrace     ✓ 
libompitrace ✓   ✓  
libcudampitrace ✓    ✓ 
libcudaompitrace ✓   ✓ ✓ 
libompgaspitrace  ✓  ✓  
libompigaspitrace ✓ ✓  ✓  
liboaccmpitrace ✓  ✓   
liboaccgaspitrace  ✓ ✓   

Table 1: Examples of available instrumentation libraries 

Compiling and Installing 

To install Extrae with support for GASPI and OpenACC, first run the bootstrap 
command in the repository root. This will generate the necessary files to compile the 
package (only necessary if using the git repository). 
Once finished, run the configure command using the modifiers adapted to the sup-
port you want to install: 
 
$ ./configure \ 
--with-gaspi=<path_to_gaspi> \ 
--with-unwind=<path_to_unwind> \ 
--with-papi=<path_to_papi> \ 
--with-binutils=<path_to_binutils> \ 
--with-xml-prefix=<path_to_libxml> \ 
--without-cuda --without-dyninst \ 
--enable-openmp \ 
--disable-sampling --disable-pebs-sampling \ 
--prefix=<where_to_install> 
 
Additional modifiers to enable support for OpenACC instrumentation are: 
 
     --with-cuda=<path_to_cuda> \ 
     --with-cupti=<path_to_cupti> \ 
     --with-openacc=<path_to_openacc> 
 
Then compile and install Extrae: 
 
$ make && make install 
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8.2 User Guide 

Using Extrae to instrument applications 
Extrae uses LD_PRELOAD interposition to capture calls to the parallel runtimes. This 
allows to instrument unmodified production binaries without the need to recompile 
nor relink them. 
 
The user needs to create an Extrae launching script, typically named trace.sh, and 
make it executable. This script will be used to configure and run Extrae to capture the 
application’s parallel activity. An example trace.sh script to instrument pure GASPI 
applications may look like the example below (other examples are available under 
${EXTRAE_HOME}/share/examples: 
 
#!/usr/bin/env bash 
 
export EXTRAE_HOME=<path_to_extrae_installation> 
export EXTRAE_CONFIG_FILE=extrae.xml 
export LD_PRELOAD=${EXTRAE_HOME}/lib/libgaspitrace.so 
 
$* 
 
Where LD_PRELOAD points to the instrumentation library with GASPI support, and 
EXTRAE_CONFIG_FILE points to Extrae’s configuration file that can be copied 
from ${EXTRAE_HOME}/share/example/GASPI 
 
At this point, the application can be launched by prepending the Extrae’s launching 
script (trace.sh) just before the application’s binary. Continuing with the GASPI 
application execution, the command would look like: 
$ gaspi_run ./trace.sh <app_binary> 
 
Finally, to merge all the captured data into a Paraver tracefile, the user can run: 
$ ${EXTRAE_HOME}/bin/mpi2prv set-0/*.mpit –o trace.prv 

Installing and Using Paraver 
Paraver is offered as precompiled, ready to use, binaries, available to download from 
https://tools.bsc.es/downloads for GNU/Linux, macOS and Windows. After down-
loading the desired version, the installation only requires unpacking the compressed 
archive into the desired location. Run the bin/wxparaver script to start the pro-
gram. 
 
To load an application’s tracefile, go to File  Load trace… (Figure 1), and browse 
to the location with the file with prv extension. 
 
Paraver automatically suggests interesting views through the Hints menu (Figure 2) 
depending on the contents of the tracefile. Use this Hints for a quick view of the appli-
cation’s performance. Further views are available under the File  Load configura-
tion… (Error: Reference source not found menu). 

https://tools.bsc.es/downloads
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Paraver shows the performance information using either timelines or tables, where the 
y-axes represent a computing resource (processes, threads or accelerators). In time-
lines (Figure 4Error: Reference source not found, Figure 3Error: Reference source not 
found and Figure 5Error: Reference source not found), x-axes represent the execution 
time and the application’s activity is represented over time. Tables are separated into 
profiles and histograms depending on whether the metric is discrete, e.g., GASPI calls 
(Figure 6Error: Reference source not found), or continuous, e.g., duration of computa-
tion bursts (Figure 7Error: Reference source not found), and their x-axes represent a 
value, or a range of values for the given metric, respectively. 
 
For first-time users, Paraver also includes interactive tutorials which show them the 
available trace navigation methods and interface buttons, as well as guiding them 
through an analysis of a real application. Tutorials are available under Help  Tutori-
als and can be automatically installed by clicking on the Download and install tutori-
als button. 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Paraver Hints Menu 

 

 

Figure 1: Paraver File Menu 

Figure 4: OpenACC calls timeline of a hybrid OpenACC+CUDA application 

Figure 3: CUDA call timeline of a hybrid OpenACC+CUDA application 
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Figure 5: Computation bursts timeline 

Figure 6: GASPI calls profile 
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9. ecoHMEM 

9.1 Installation Guide 

Cloning the Repository 
In order to use the ecoHMEM framework to manage the placement of data of your ap-
plication, you will first need to download it by cloning the repository or downloading 
a release tarball: 
 
git clone https://github.com/accelcom-bsc/ecoHMEM 

Dependencies 
The ecoHMEM framework has the following dependencies: 
- Extrae 
- Paramedir 
- python3 
- Flexmalloc 
 

Some of these have dependencies of their own: 
Extrae: 
- PAPI 6.0.0 
- MPI (if your application uses MPI) 

 

 Figure 7: Computation bursts histogram 

https://github.com/accelcom-bsc/ecoHMEM
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Flexmalloc: 
- memkind 
- libpmem (PMDK) 
- libnuma 

 
Extrae is a profiling tool developed by the BSC Tools group. You can obtain more 
info at https://tools.bsc.es/extrae. Currently, ecoHMEM requires some features that 
are still not available in the main Extrae releases. Because of this, we temporarily in-
clude a custom version of it with the ecoHMEM package. Another way to get a com-
patible version is to checkout the dev branch of the main Extrae repository 
https://github.com/bsc-performance-tools/extrae 
 
Paramedir is a trace processing tool that comes with Paraver. You can download the 
latest release at https://tools.bsc.es/downloads 
 
Flexmalloc is the interposition library that automatically places dynamic memory al-
locations as directed by the Hmem Advisor. It is developed by Intel and currently in-
cluded in the ecoHMEM as a compiled shared library. To ease the setup, we also in-
clude libmemkind and libpmem. 
 

Compiling and Installing 
The ecoHMEM does not include any tool that requires compilation. However, Extrae 
does need to be compiled as it is only distributed as source code. The compilation and 
installation of Extrae follow the usual configure, make, make install steps as de-
scribed in Section 8. 
 

9.2 User Guide 
The workflow of ecoHMEM is divided in several steps, with the main three being: 
profile the app, generate an object placement, and run the app with the new place-
ment. 
 
Besides these three, there are some preliminary steps to consider before starting to use 
ecoHMEM. Here we provide some details on how to carry each of them. For further 
information you can check the documentation included in the software package. 
 

Compiling your application 
The first step is to compile your application as usual. EcoHMEM does not require any 
modifications of the application’s source code, however some compilation flags may 
affect its behaviour. Since it uses function call stacks to identify dynamic memory ob-
jects, inlined functions may change the objects that are identified. Also, if possible, 
using the –fno-omit-frame-pointer is recommended, as it helps in correctly identifying 
the frames in a callstack. 
By default, ecoHMEM uses a raw encoding of callstack frames that does not require 
debugging information. However, if you prefer to use the source code filename and 

https://tools.bsc.es/extrae
https://github.com/bsc-performance-tools/extrae
https://tools.bsc.es/downloads
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line to identify frames, you have to tell the compiler to include this information (e.g. -
g flag of gcc). 
 

Set up the Environment 
Since the main three steps require similar information regarding the application and 
location of tools, we designed them to obtain this information from environment vari-
ables. This reduces duplication, making the experience less error prone. 
 
To ease the initial setup, we provide an example script (see Figure 8) where all the en-
vironment variables are defined. Once the values are modified to suit your applica-
tion, you can load them using the source command. 
 

 
Figure 8: Example script defining all the environment variables used by ecoHMEM. 
 
For convenience we also provide a script (clear_env.src) that will unset all the varia-
bles, allowing users to switch to another application. 
 
The scripts used in the following steps will take the information they need from the 
environment variables by default. However, they also provide command line flags to 
override some of these variables, which is useful to test changes or when the scripts 
are called from other scripts written by the user. 
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Once the variables are loaded, it is recommended to execute the application using the 
run.sh script without the --flexmalloc flag to see if the configured values work as ex-
pected. 

Profiling Run 
This step is performed using the profile_run.sh script. When executed it performs sev-
eral sub-steps: 

• run your application under Extrae to generate the profiling trace 
• merge the intermediate trace using mpi2prv if Extrae is not configured to do it 
• generate the Paramedir configuration files customized for the current Extrae 

trace 
• run Paramedir and allocs_info to post-process and extract the data that will be 

used later on by the hmem_advisor. 
 
To avoid starting from scratch if any of the sub-steps fail, this script tries to detect 
which ones were done in previous runs and skip them to avoid repeating them. This 
behaviour can be changed using the following flags: 

• --force: start from scratch. 
• --force-cfgs: regenerate the Paramedir configuration files. 
• --force-postprocess: redo the trace post-processing with Paramedir and al-

locs_info. 
 
As explained before, the script can be run without any argument and it will take all the 
information it needs from the environment variables configured in the previous step. 
For convenience, some of the environment variables can be overridden using the fol-
lowing command line arguments: 

• --trace-name 
• --trace-type 
• --output-dir 
• --app-args 
• --app-runner 
• --runner-flags 
• --mpirun-flags 
• --mpi2prv-flags 

 
Once the script finishes, the output directory (set by HA_TRACE_OUTPUT_DIR or 
the --output-dir argument) will contain the Extrae trace, the post-processed data and 
the application output and error logs. 

Generate Data Placement 
The generate_distribution.sh script handles this step. It is a wrapper around the 
hmem_advisor program. This program uses the post-processed profiling data to com-
pute the cost heuristics for each object, and then distributes the objects across the 
available memory tiers. The hmem_advisor accepts several arguments to configure its 
behaviour (set by HA_ADVISOR_EXTRA_ARGS or the --extra-args flag): 
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• --mem-config: path to configuration file describing the available memory tiers, 
required. Some example files are available in the mem_confs directory. 

• --loads: path of csv file with load accesses information, required. 
• --sizes: path of csv file with memory object size information, required. 
• --stores: path of csv file with store accesses information. 
• --page: memory page size, defaults to 4KB 
• --verbose: prints more information, intended for human consumption 

(Flexmalloc will not handle it well). 
• --rank: Use statistics from a given rank instead of aggregating from all ranks. 
• --rank-statistics: How are rank statistics aggregated together (Total, Average). 
• --allocs-info: path of json file with memory allocations lifetime information. 
• --num-ranks: number of MPI ranks used to run the application. Required if 

rank-statistics is set to Average. 
• --disable-bw-aware: disable the BW-aware distribution refinement step. 

Run app with data placement 
Finally, to run your application using the memory object distribution computed in the 
previous step you can use the run.sh script. You will have to pass the --flexmalloc flag 
to tell it to execute your application preloading the Flexmalloc library, which will di-
vert each dynamic memory allocation to the memory tier specified in the file gener-
ated by the HMem Advisor. 
 
The ecoHMEM distribution contains two Flexmalloc shared libraries, one with 
RPATH set to use the libpmem and libmemkind included in the package, and the other 
without it, which you can use if you already have these dependencies installed in your 
system. To select one or the other, modify the target of the libflexmalloc.so symlink in 
the lib directory. 
 
Besides the output of the HMem Advisor, Flexmalloc takes a configuration file that 
specifies the available memory tiers. Several example configuration files are included 
in the mem_confs directory, named with the fmconf_ prefix. 

10. Energy Profiler 

10.1 Installation Guide 

Cloning the Repository 
git clone https://github.com/epeec/energy-profiler.git 

Dependencies 
• gcc - any version with C++17 support or later 
• GNU make 
• pugixml (https://pugixml.org) 
• expected-lite (https://github.com/martinmoene/expected-lite) 
• json (https://github.com/nlohmann/json) 
• python3 - required when running the post-processing scripts 

https://github.com/epeec/energy-profiler.git
https://pugixml.org/
https://github.com/martinmoene/expected-lite
https://github.com/nlohmann/json
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The latter three can be automatically downloaded and built inside the profiler’s direc-
tory with a Makefile but doing so requires the following dependencies: 

• wget 
• cmake 

Compilation Procedure 
From the top-level directory: 

• Download and build the dependencies inside the profiler’s directory: 
$ make -f Libs.mk 

• Compile the underlying helper library 
$ make -C nrg/ 

• Compile the application 
$ make 

This procedure will create an executable in bin/. 

10.2 User Guide 

Compiling the Application to Profile 
It is not necessary to do any source code changes1 in order to profile the application, 
however, it is required to compile it with debugging symbols (-g flag in gcc). 

Writing a Configuration File 
The configuration file is a collection of parameters to feed to the profiler that defines 
things like which sections to profile, which target (CPU, GPU or both) to profile, at 
which time interval, etc. 
An example of a config file to profile the energy footprint of the main function and 
take a sample each 100 ms is shown next: 
 
<config> 
    <sections> 
        <!-- read from the CPU energy/power interfaces --> 
        <section target="cpu"> 
            <bounds> 
                <!-- measure the 'main' function --> 
                <func name="main"/> 
            </bounds> 
            <!-- 
                allow execution of other threads during the profiling; 
                omit this field to guarantee that only a single thread 
                is running during the section 
            --> 
            <allow_concurrency/> 
            <!-- save all samples, useful for plotting --> 
            <method>profile</method> 
            <!-- sample every 100 ms --> 
            <interval>100</interval> 
        </section> 
    </sections> 
</config> 

Listing 10: Example of a configuration file 

                                                 

1 At the time of writing, the profiler is unable to profile inlined functions, so it may be 
necessary to annotate them with a noinline attribute. 
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Running the Profiler 
$ ./profiler -h 
Usage: 
  
./bin/profiler <options> [--] <executable> 
  
options: 
  -h, --help                 print this message and exit 
  -c, --config <file>        (optional) read from configuration file <file>; if 
<file> is 'stdin' then stdin is used (default: stdin) 
  -o, --output <file>        (optional) write profiling results to <file>; if <file> 
is 'stdout' then stdout is used (default: stdout) 
  -q, --quiet                suppress log messages except errors to stderr (default: 
off) 
  -l, --log <file>           (optional) write log to <file> (default: stdout) 
  --idle                     gather idle readings at startup (default) 
  --no-idle                  opposite of --idle 
  --cpu-sensors {MASK,all}   mask of CPU sensors to read in hexadecimal, overwrites 
config value (default: use value in config) 
  --cpu-sockets {MASK,all}   mask of CPU sockets to profile in hexadecimal, over-
writes config value (default: use value in config) 
  --gpu-devices {MASK,all}   mask of GPU devices to profile in hexadecimal, over-
writes config value (default: use value in config) 
  --exec <path>              evaluate executable <path> instead of <executable>; used 
when <executable> is some wrapper program which launches <path> (default: <executa-
ble>) 
 
Example of running the profiler for socket 0 (--cpu-sockets) and reading the CPU 
package counters (--cpu-sensors): 
$ ./profiler --cpu-sockets 1 --cpu-sensors 1 --output my-output.json --con-
fig my-config.xml -- [executable] 
 
Example of running the profiler in a multi-socket system with forced affinity using 
numactl: 
$ my_exec=path/to/my/application 
$ ./profiler \ 
    --cpu-sockets 1 \ 
    --cpu-sensors 1 \ 
    --output my-output.json \ 
    --config my-config.xml \ 
    --exec "$my_exec" \ 
    -- numactl --cpunodebind=0 --physcpubind=3 --membind=0 "$my_exec" [argu-
ments] 

Post-Processing the Output 
The project comes with a suite of post-processing python3 scripts located in scripts/. 
These include actions like filtering duplicate sensor readings, removing empty sec-
tions (e.g. those which were not executed at least once), extracting the sensor values 
into a CSV format for plotting purposes and more. 
The following examples show a simplified usage of these scripts but each comes with 
several command line parameters to adjust their behaviour. 
 
Example of filtering duplicate sensor readings, removing empty sections, converting 
time and energy values to relative and non-monotonic values, respectively, and ex-
tracting the first execution of the first section into a CSV format: 
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$ ./filter_duplicates.py my-output.json | ./remove_empty.py | ./con-
vert_representation.py --energy nonmonotonic --relative-time | ./ex-
tract_execution.py 
 
Similar example to the above one except generate a compacted version of the output 
instead of extracting it into a CSV format. Unlike the original output, which is more 
suited for plotting, the compact format reduces size by computing the total energy 
consumed by each profiled section. 
$ ./filter_duplicates.py my-output.json | ./remove_empty.py | ./com-
pact_total_energy.py 
 
Example of a compacted output (some fields omitted for clarity): 
{ 
  "groups": [ 
    { 
      "sections": [ 
        { 
          "executions": [ 
            { 
              "time": 5.000517255, 
              "cpu": [ 
                { 
                  "package": { 
                    "total": 13.880446999995911 
                  }, 
                  "socket": 0 
                } 
              ] 
            } 
          ] 
        } 
      ] 
    } 
  ], 
  "units": { 
    "energy": "J", 
    "time": "s" 
  } 
} 

More Information 
More details are available in the repository linked in the installation guide. 
 

10.3 Energy-aware Scheduling 
With the information collected from the energy profiler, we generate JSON files con-
taining the description of the tasks present in the application, and their energy con-
sumption obtained during the profiling phase. 
 
We have modified the Nanos6 runtime system to accommodate tasks with several im-
plementations of the same algorithm. This way, tasks that have the same input and 
output data specifications will be implemented with functions of the same signature, 
and they can be used interchangeably by the runtime system to execute the underlying 
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algorithm. It is also possible that implementations are provided targeting a device, for 
example using the CUDA device language, or in OpenACC or OpenMP target.  
 
The Nanos6 runtime system reads the JSON file produced by the Energy Profiler tool, 
and associates the energy information to each task of the program and their corre-
sponding implementations defined.  
 
At task scheduling time, when the task has several implementations, the scheduler se-
lects the task with the lower energy consumption, in order to achieve an execution 
taking less power, and still valid. 
 
We have left the support for the “implements” clause in the compiler as future work. 
Initially we were planning to include the “implements” clause in the Mercurium com-
piler. But we have recently started the support for “target device” in the LLVM com-
piler. As our plans are to replace our Mercurium compiler by LLVM, we think that 
LLVM is the appropriate compiler onto which to add this new feature. 

11. Parallelware Analyzer 

11.1 Installation Guide 
This section provides a quick walk-through of the steps required to install, activate 
and start working with Parallelware Analyzer. 
 
Uncompress the appropriate file for your system using tar, unzip or dmg and locate 
the resulting folder where desired. Parallelware Analyzer is composed of several bina-
ries located inside the bin subfolder for Linux, Windows and MacOS (you may want 
to add it to your PATH environment variable). 

Setting up 
Parallelware Analyzer is distributed as a set of fully compiled binary files and other 
associated files including some example projects. It can be customized through envi-
ronment variables to facilitate its usage through Environment Modules which are used 
in most supercomputers.  We recommend reading the following sections. 
 
Locate the License file 
Parallelware Analyzer requires a valid license to run. There are two options to provide 
it: 

1. Locate it in the root of the Parallelware Analyzer folder with the filename 
‘pwa.lic’. 

2. Set the PWA_LICENSE_PATH environment variable to its full path (including 
the filename). 

Default analysis flags 
Often certain compiler flags are required for code to be successfully analyzed. Most 
commonly, these flags correspond to the location of header files included by the 
source code. To aid in certain scenarios, Parallelware Analyzer bundles OpenMP and 
MUSL LIBC headers. Still, whenever possible, system headers should be preferred. 

http://modules.sourceforge.net/
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System administrators can provide flags through environment variables that Parallel-
ware Analyzer will add to those configured in any project. These environment varia-
bles are: 
 PWA_C_ANALYSIS_FLAGS 
 PWA_CPP_ANALYSIS_FLAGS 
 PWA_FORTRAN_ANALYSIS_FLAGS 

A common usage is to add the location of the MPI headers to both PWA_C_ANALY-
SIS_FLAGS and PWA_CPP_ANALYSIS_FLAGS, e.g.  -I /global/mpich/include. 
On a further note, for C/C++, Paralleware honors gcc’s include-path related environ-
ment variables, namely CPATH, C_INCLUDE_PATH and CPLUS_IN-
CLUDE_PATH. Thus, if your environment uses them, Parallelware Analyzer will also 
take them into account. 
 
Telemetry configuration 
Parallelware Analyzer gathers telemetry data about its usage. This data is completely 
anonymized, and it does not include any source code, files, compiler flags (eg. include 
directories or macro definitions) or analysis results. The following example corre-
sponds to an execution of Parallelware Analyzer in which the user invoked pwreport -
-level 1 --brief but the execution was aborted because no license was found: 
1638276689411|init|pwreport 
1638276689411|args|--level,1,--brief 
1638276689411|compiler_flags|no 
1638276689411|license|not_found 
1638276689411|end|pwreport 

We kindly request to leave this activated since it provides invaluable insights for us; 
however, we understand that for some organizations this can cause concerns or go 
against some policy. We would be happy to provide more information and try to com-
ply with any policies you have in place if that is the case. If you have any doubts, you 
can contact us at info@appentra.com. 
 

Recommended software environment setup  

Compiler requirements  
The Parallelware technology provides very advanced code analysis capabilities, but it 
does not include compiler suites or common scientific libraries. Thus, if you wish to 
build and run your project you will need a compiler as well as any required libraries. 
To build code including OpenMP and OpenACC functionality generated by the Paral-
lelware Analyzer pwdirectives tool, a compiler that supports OpenMP 3.0 or higher 
and OpenACC 2.0 or higher is required. You should check your specific compiler ver-
sion support for OpenMP and OpenACC. 
 
Recommended additional tools and setup 
To facilitate your workflow, we recommend using a tool to facilitate building your 
code, such as make. Examples that are shipped with Parallelware Analyzer use make 
and provide example Makefiles that you can use. In the rest of this section we outline 
suggested compiler, make and OpenMP installation methods available on the different 

https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc/Environment-Variables.html
https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc/Environment-Variables.html
https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc/Environment-Variables.html
https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc/Environment-Variables.html
mailto:info@appentra.com
https://www.openmp.org/resources/openmp-compilers-tools/
https://www.openacc.org/tools
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operating systems supported by Parallelware Analyzer. Please note that this is not an 
exhaustive list and alternative setups should still work provided they meet the require-
ments set out above.  
 
Linux 
Use the package manager provided by your Linux distribution (e.g. Ubuntu’s apt or 
CentOS’s yum) to install the official packages for make and the latest versions of gcc 
or clang compilers. 
 
MacOS 
Xcode is the official solution for Apple development. Other options include commu-
nity-maintained software packages and building the tools: 
 Xcode command line tools provide a set of tools including the Clang compiler, 

make and git. GNU’s gcc and g++ are also provided but they are mere aliases 
to clang and clang++. Since Clang follows the gcc command line options syn-
tax, you may use them in a similar fashion, but you should be aware that you 
are not really using gcc. 

 brew is an unofficial package manager through which you can install gcc and 
make among many other software. 

 MacPorts is an easy-to-use system for compiling, installing, and managing open 
source software. You can use it to download, build and install gcc and make 
among many others. Note that building gcc will take a significant amount of 
time. 

Note that the default gcc compilers on Mac do not support OpenMP. Check available 
distributions using your chosen package management tool to identify a suitable gcc or 
alternative compiler that supports OpenMP. 
 
Windows 
Visual C++, GCC (either through MinGW or Cygwin) and Clang are the main C/C++ 
compiler options for Windows systems. 
 Visual C++ is the subset of Microsoft Visual Studio devoted to C and C++ de-

velopment. For Build Tools for Visual Studio 2017 and 2019, the proper work-
load is Microsoft.VisualStudio.Workload.VCTools. nmake is provided as an al-
ternative to make. One important limitation of the Visual C++ compiler is that 
its support of OpenMP is restricted to version 2.0. Therefore, we do not recom-
mend using Visual C++. 

 MinGW is a Windows port of GNU tools such as gcc and make. We recommend 
installing the MSYS ("Minimal SYStem"), a Bourne Shell command line inter-
preter system, from which all the GNU tools can be accessed. 

 Cygwin, similarly to MinGW is a collection of GNU and Open Source tools 
which provide functionality similar to a Linux distribution on Windows. How-
ever, unlike MinGW, it also introduces a POSIX compatibility layer emulating 
many Unix features. It also provides a Unix-like terminal with access to all the 
provided tools. 

https://brew.sh/
https://brew.sh/
https://www.macports.org/
http://mingw.org/
https://www.cygwin.com/
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 Clang is the C and C++ compiler shipped with the LLVM Compiler Infrastruc-
ture. Unlike the previous options, it does not offer extra tooling, but it is a good 
option in case you are only concerned with a C/C++ compiler. The regular Win-
dows LLVM installer offers Clang with OpenMP support and compatibility 
with both GCC and Visual C++. 

It is also likely that any C/C++ code requires header files provided by a compiler. On 
Windows this requires the additional step of informing Parallelware Analyzer as to 
the location of the relevant files. For instance, for a MinGW 6.3.0 installation on 
C:\MinGW, the following Analysis compiler flags would be specified to provide the 
location of the header files: 

 -IC:\MinGW\include -IC:\MinGW\lib\gcc\mingw32\6.3.0\include 
 

11.2 User Guide 

Tools and analyses 
All the command-line tools share a good amount of options such as --version and --
help. The latter will show you all the options for the tool, including the available anal-
yses and specific options. Passing --version will show the specific tool and Parallel-
ware Analyzer versions along with source code syntactic parsers’ versions and both 
scientific libraries and vectorizing compilers supported. 
 
pwreport 
pwreport is the starting tool in most use cases. It provides the highest-level reports, 
notably the --evaluation report which provides high level metrics, and the --actions re-
port which provides the structured report showing the detected actionable insights per 
function and loop: 
$ pwreport --help 
Syntax: pwreport [options] <inputs> [-- <compiler flags>] 
  where <inputs> are one or more: 
    <file>[:<function>|:<line>[:<col>]] | <directory> | --config 
<compile_commands.json> 
 
Reports (default --evaluation): 
  --actions                      hierarchical report of opportunities, 
                                 recommendations and other actionable items 
                                 found in the code 
  --evaluation                   report a support evaluation of the given inputs 
  --functions                    reports used functions' statistics 
  --non-analyzable               report the unsupported features appeared in 
                                 execution 
  -p [ --parallelization ]       report parallelization analysis 
  -c [ --races ]                 data race analysis reporting with format: 
                                 <file>,{D|N|F|U} 
                                 - D: data race detected 
                                 - N: no data race detected 
                                 - F: free of data races 
                                 - U: could not determine whether there is a 
                                 data race or not 
 
Actions report options: 
  --level 0|1|2                  specify the level of detail (a higher level 
                                 means more detail) 

https://clang.llvm.org/
https://llvm.org/
https://llvm.org/
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  --only-summary                 report only top-level overview analysis 
  --show-empty                   show functions and loops with no actionable 
                                 items (omitted by default) 
  --show-info                    show analysis info messages 
 
Functions report options: 
  --exclude-unused               excludes unused functions 
  --include-undef                shows all found undefined functions 
 
Races options: 
  --file-report                  report data races by file (implies --races) 
 
General options: 
  -- <compiler flags>            gcc/clang-compliant flags required to build the 
                                 source code (must be last if present) 
  --analyze-headers              analyze header files (otherwise they are only 
                                 analyzed when included in non-header source 
                                 files) 
  --brief                        minimize the verbosity of the output (omit 
                                 table legends, detailed information, etc.) 
  --config <config file>         load analysis options from a configuration 
                                 file. If no folder or file is specified, files 
                                 to analyze will be recovered from the 
                                 configuration file 
  -h [ --help ]                  print help 
  --list-all                     list available checks, remarks and 
                                 opportunities 
  --list-checks                  list available checks 
  --list-defects                 list available defects 
  --list-opportunities           list available opportunities 
  --list-recommendations         list available recommendations 
  --list-remarks                 list available remarks 
  --list-tagged <tag name>[,<tag name>]* 
                                 list checks, remarks and opportunities that 
                                 match the given tags 
  --show-breakdown               breakdown the metrics summary into categories 
  --show-failures                show error messages for files that could not be 
                                 analyzed 
  --show-progress                show how the analysis progresses by printing a 
                                 message for each analyzed file 
  --verbose                      print verbose messages 
  -v [ --version ]               print version 
 
Analysis information options: 
  --temporary <path>[:<function>]:<line>[:<column>]:<var> 
                                 specify the variable to be considered as 
                                 temporary 
 
Filtering options: 
  --exclude-tags <tag name>[,<tag name>]* 
                                 filter out items tagged with any of the tags in 
                                 this comma-separated list 
  --exclude <files/dirs>         skip the specified files and folders 
  --include-tags <tag name>[,<tag name>]* 
                                 show only items tagged with any of the tags in 
                                 this comma-separated list 
  --lang <language>              filter files by language (C, C++, Fortran) 
  --variable <variable name/regex> 
                                 filter by variable name (accepts a regular 
                                 expression) 
 
Output options: 
  --csv                          output results in CSV format 
  --json                         output results in JSON format 
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Aliases: 
  --opportunities-only           --include-tags opp 

 
 
pwloops 
pwloops is the tool providing in-depth analyses at the loop level such as optimization 
opportunities, data scoping, available vectorizing compilers comparison or memory-
usage reports. 
$ pwloops --help 
Syntax: pwloops [options] <inputs> [-- <compiler flags>] 
  where <inputs> are one or more: 
    <file>[:<function>|:<line>[:<col>]] | <directory> | --config 
<compile_commands.json> 
 
Analyses (default --summary): 
  -c [ --code ]                  dumps the source code annotated with 
                                 parallelization opportunities 
  -d [ --datascoping ]           performs data scoping analysis 
  -f [ --flops ]                 floating point operations analysis 
  -a [ --memory-accesses ]       performs array memory access analysis 
  -m [ --memory-footprint ]      performs array memory footprint analysis 
  -n [ --non-analyzable ]        report non-analyzable loops 
  -s [ --summary ]               high-level pattern and opportunity analysis for 
                                 loops 
  --vector-support               shows a comparison of the vectorization 
                                 capabilities of different compilers for the 
                                 given files 
 
Datascoping analysis options: 
  --openmp multi|offload         show OpenMP scoping: 'multi' for CPU 
                                 multithreading (default) or 'offload' for GPU 
                                 offloading 
 
Code analysis options: 
  --multi                        identify only multithreading parallelization 
                                 opportunities 
  --offload                      identify only offloading parallelization 
                                 opportunities 
  --simd                         identify only SIMD parallelization 
                                 opportunities 
 
Memory footprint analysis options: 
  --level 1|2                    specify the level of detail of memory footprint 
                                 (a higher level means more detail) 
 
Vector support options: 
  --exclude-tags <tag name>[,<tag name>]* 
                                 filter out items tagged with any of the tags in 
                                 this comma-separated list 
  --include-tags <tag name>[,<tag name>]* 
                                 show only items tagged with any of the tags in 
                                 this comma-separated list 
  --opportunities-only           --include-tags opp 
  --result <none|any|all>        allows filtering the vectorization result 
  --show-messages                shows the vectorization messages that the 
                                 compilers report 
 
General options: 
  -- <compiler flags>            gcc/clang-compliant flags required to build the 
                                 source code (must be last if present) 
  --analyze-headers              analyze header files (otherwise they are only 
                                 analyzed when included in non-header source 
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                                 files) 
  --brief                        minimize the verbosity of the output (omit 
                                 table legends, detailed information, etc.) 
  --config <config file>         load analysis options from a configuration 
                                 file. If no folder or file is specified, files 
                                 to analyze will be recovered from the 
                                 configuration file 
  -h [ --help ]                  print help 
  --show-failures                show error messages for files that could not be 
                                 analyzed 
  --show-progress                show how the analysis progresses by printing a 
                                 message for each analyzed file 
  --verbose                      print verbose messages 
  -v [ --version ]               print version 
 
Analysis information options: 
  --temporary <path>[:<function>]:<line>[:<column>]:<var> 
                                 specify the variable to be considered as 
                                 temporary 
 
Filtering options: 
  --exclude <files/dirs>         skip the specified files and folders 
  --lang <language>              filter files by language (C, C++, Fortran) 
  --variable <variable name/regex> 
                                 filter by variable name (accepts a regular 
                                 expression) 
 
Output options: 
  --csv                          output results in CSV format 
  --json                         output results in JSON format 

 
pwdirectives 
pwdirectives provides Parallelware Analyzer’s code rewriting capabilities. Based on 
the specified options it will be able to insert OpenMP, OpenACC or compiler-specific 
directives, as well as refactoring the code as required: 
$ pwdirectives --help 
Syntax: pwdirectives [options] <file>:<line>[:<col>] [-- <compiler flags>] 
 
Autoparallelization: 
  --acc                          generate OpenACC offloading directives 
  --auto                         parallelize all Auto-Parallelizable 
                                 opportunities found in the files for 
                                 the given paradigm (if compatible; only 
                                 '--simd' supported at the moment) 
  --omp multi|taskwait|taskloop|offload|offload-no-teams|simd|multi+simd|offload+simd 
                                 generate OpenMP directives for one of the 
                                 following paradigms: multithreading ('multi'); 
                                 tasking, either using a task per iteration 
                                 ('taskwait') or the taskloop construct 
                                 ('taskloop'); offloading using teams 
                                 ('offload'), without teams 
                                 ('offload-no-teams'); vectorization 
                                 ('simd', same as '--simd omp'); 
                                 or hybrid ('multi+simd' or 'offload+simd') 
  --simd omp|gcc|icc|clang       generate SIMD directives for OpenMP 
                                 ('omp') or for a specific compiler 
                                 ('gcc', 'clang', 'icc') 
 
General options: 
  -- <compiler flags>            gcc/clang-compliant flags required to build the 
                                 source code (must be last if present) 
  --brief                        minimize the verbosity of the output (omit 
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                                 table legends, detailed information, etc.) 
  --config <config file>         load analysis options from a configuration file 
  -h [ --help ]                  print help 
  -i [ --in-place ]              apply changes to the original file 
  -o [ --out-file ] <file>       apply changes to a new output file 
  -v [ --version ]               print version 
 
Advanced options: 
  --explicit-privatization var1[,var2[...]] 
                                 Generate OpenMP directives with explicit 
                                 privatization for variables specified in a 
                                 comma separated list 
  --temporary <path>[:<function>]:<line>[:<column>]:<var> 
                                 specify the variable to be considered as 
                                 temporary 

 

Specifying source code to analyze 
Parallelware Analyzer accepts a list of inputs which may consist of directories and 
files. For directory inputs, all source files found recursively inside a directory will be 
analyzed. In the case of files, the complete supported syntax is the following: 
<file>:(<function> | <line>[:<col>]) 
 
A function name can be specified after the filename using a semicolon. For instance, 
foo.c:bar refers to the bar function within the foo.c file. 
Alternatively, a specific location in the source code can be specified using the line 
and, optionally, the column numbers. For instance, foo.c:10:3 would point to the 10th 
line and 3rd column within the foo.c source file. 
 
The list of inputs can be omitted when a JSON Compilation Database is provided ei-
ther directly through the --config argument or through the configuration file. In that 
case, the files listed in the database will be used as inputs. This can greatly simplify 
analyzing complex projects which may require different source files depending on 
how the build is configured.  
 

Tagging system 
Parallelware Analyzer can provide a large number of actionable items that may be 
overwhelming or not be the most relevant for the user. For instance, a user interested 
exclusively in CPU optimizations may not want to see any information specific to 
GPUs. 
The tagging system can be useful in such scenarios: all the actionable insights (recom-
mendations, defects, remarks and opportunities) have associated tags that can be used 
for filtering through the --include-tags and --exclude-tags arguments. 
All the actionable insights are partitioned into 6 different categories through the fol-
lowing tags: 

1. serial-scalar: actionable insights related to sequential optimizations over scalars 
2. serial-control: actionable insights related to control flow sequential optimiza-

tions 
3. serial-memory: actionable insights related to memory sequential optimizations 

https://clang.llvm.org/docs/JSONCompilationDatabase.html
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4. vectorization: actionable insights related to CPU SIMD/vectorization  
5. multi: actionable insights related to CPU multi-threading 
6. offload: actionable insights related to using accelerators such as GPUs 

The complete set of actionable insights along with their associated tags can be listed 
by invoking pwreport --list-all. Additionally, you can list actionable insights tagged 
with specific tags through the --list-tagged argument, e.g. pwreport --list-tagged 
multi,vector 

Compiler flags 

One of the challenges of static code analyzers like Parallelware Analyzer is having ac-
cess to all the relevant source code and to have all the required symbols required at 
compile-time. In many cases, analyzing a C/C++ code will fail due to the lack of in-
formation about the location of some header files or to missing some macro definition 
declarations. These can be provided to Parallelware Analyzer in several ways using 
gcc/clang compiler flags syntax: 

1. Through the command line, appending the required compiler flags after two 
dashes ("–"), e.g. pwreport foo.c -- -I bar 

2. Using a compile_commands.json database file, either specifying it in the con-
figuration file or passing it directly to the –config argument. (See the complete 
PWA User Manual for more information about this topic.) 

3. Using a configuration file through the –config argument (See the complete PWA 
User Manual for more information about this topic.) Note this option also ena-
bles the declaration of dependencies between files (See the complete PWA User 
Manual for more information about this topic). 

Files store in your local drive 
Just like any other application, Parallelware Analyzer needs to store some global set-
tings, as well as some temporary files. These files are stored inside the user's personal 
folder but the specific location varies with the operating system. 
 
Linux 
The default locations for Parallelware Analyzer global settings and temporary files on 
Linux are: 
~/.config/Appentra/pwanalyzer 
~/.local/share/Appentra/pwanalyzer 
 
MacOS 
The default locations for Parallelware Analyzer global settings and temporary files on 
MacOS are: 
~/Library/Preferences/Appentra/pwanalyzer 
~/Library/Application Support/Appentra/pwanalyzer 
 
Windows 
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The default location for Parallelware Analyzer global settings and temporary files on 
Windows is: 
%LocalAppData%\Appentra\pwanalyzer 
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